EDENTULOUS SOLUTIONS

We’ll put the smile
					back on your face.
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• Do you dread eating out with friends?
• Do you feel less confident due to poor teeth?
• Do you suffer from painful bleeding gums
due to poorly fitting false teeth?
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Embarrassed about
your smile?
Losing teeth can have a huge negative impact on your quality of life. To replace real teeth,
conventional dentures are a solution, but they
simply don’t stay in place which can cause pain,
bleeding and discomfort. Not to mention embarrassing situations.
Everyone deserves beautiful teeth. To be able to laugh and speak
with confidence, and to eat what you like without discomfort.
The dental implant solutions from Straumann help to restore your
self-confidence and put a carefree smile back on your face again.

More than half the people wearing conventional
dentures are dissatisfied with their false teeth.

51.8%

Dissatisfied
Satisfied

Source: © kosten-beim-zaharzt.de
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Because you
are unique.
Of the millions of people facing dental problems, there are
no two solutions the same.
Everyone has different expectations, medical history, and
needs.
Because one size doesn’t fit all, Straumann®
Edentulous Solutions provide a wide range
of treatment options.
Based on your individual situation, a specific
number of dental implants are placed in your
jaw. Your new teeth are fixed onto these implants so they stay in place and are as secure
as natural teeth.
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Since I have an implant solution I smile
more, I am happier, I can chew the things I
love. It changed my life and gives me confidence to smile again.
Gail, United States

Can you imagine how wonderful it would be to
have teeth that feel both natural and secure?
Now that’s possible. No adhesive gel, no loss
of taste sensation via your palate and most
importantly, no more embarrassing moments,
just back to natural feeling teeth.
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Option A:
Click-fix teeth you regularly
remove for cleaning.
You can choose to have implant-fixed teeth
that you remove yourself for cleaning.
There are different kinds of implants onto
which your new teeth can be fixed and different click-fix systems to attach your teeth on
the implants.

AFFORDABILITY
Straumann® Mini
Implant System

HIGH DURABILITY

Straumann® Mini
Implant System
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I cannot believe I can have such a retention
of the prosthesis. I will also change the restoration on my upper jaw.
Laura, 74, from Spain

FAST TREATMENT*

COMFORT

LIFETIME PLUS
GUARANTEE

In cases where regular implants are not the ultimate
choice either for anatomic or financial reasons, your
clinician may choose Mini Implants. These implants
are very narrow and already include retentive elements to fix and remove your teeth. Mini Implants
can be placed in a shorter procedure enabling you to
get your teeth back on the same day*. The treatment
usually requires fewer visits at the dentist, which
can reduce the overall cost.
* Immediate placement and function of fixed teeth depend on the
primary stability of the placed implants and may not be possible
in some of the cases.
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Straumann® Novaloc®
Retentive System
Depending on your jaw bone conditions, your doctor may choose
to place two or more regular implants combined with the Novaloc®
Retentive System. This click-fix system product family has been built
using modern materials designed for maintenance and higher longevity.

AFFORDABILITY

Straumann® Novaloc Retentive System with
regular implants
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HIGH DURABILITY

COMFORT

GUARANTEE
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Option B:
Permanently
fixed teeth.

FAST TREATMENT*

HIGH ESTHETIC
RESTORATION

Straumann® Pro Arch Fixed
You look in the mirror and realize you
have an unbelievable smile, a smile you’ve
longed for, for so long, and you not only
have beautiful smile but a functional smile.
Richard, United States
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Straumann® Pro Arch fixed

COST EFFECTIVE

QUALITY OF LIFE

With this treatment option, natural looking teeth can be permanently fixed to
dental implants with tiny screws. Your
dentist will only remove them periodically for cleaning and maintenance. In most
cases, your dentist can place your new
prosthesis on the day of the surgery, or
shortly thereafter.*

*

I mmediate placement and function of fixed teeth depend on the primary
stability of the placed implants and may not be possible in some of the cases.
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So many reasons to smile.
|P
 ersonalized treatment
Depending on your individual situation, your dentist will
recommend the optimal treatment to achieve the best
prosthetic solution for you.

| Lifetime guarantee*
Because we are so confident in the quality of our implant
solutions, for your peace of mind, Straumann® guarantees
a lifetime warranty.

* Guarantee conditions may differ from country to country.
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| Patient comfort
Straumann® Emdogain® is an effective¹ biologic material
that vastly improves and accelerates wound healing after
dental surgery² to enhance patient comfort.

| Quality you can trust
Straumann® is a pioneer and global leader in implant dentistry with more
than 35 years of clinical experience. More than 14 million Straumann® implants
have been placed worldwide with outstanding long-term results documented in
more than 700 scientific publications.
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Notes
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Ask your dentist about the best
treatment solution for you today.
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1 Microvessel Density Evaluation of the Effect of Enamel Matrix Derivative on Soft TissueAfter Implant
Placement: A Preliminary Study. Guimarães GF, de Araújo VC, Nery JC, Peruzzo DC, Soares AB. Int J Periodontics RestorativeDent. 2015 Sep-Oct;35(5):733-8. 2 According to the PUBMED database query “Straumann
Dental Implant OR ITI dental implant”, 733 results as per 6th of October.
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